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Abstract: The paper estimates the green development efficiency of China's provinces from 1999 to 2012 based on the
intertemporal frontier SBM- DEA, analyzes the evolution features and regional disparity of China's green development
efficiency, and empirically testes its convergence. Our study finds that: (1)the green development efficiency of China's
provinces is at a low level, its trend shows“descend first and then ascend”on the whole, and the inefficiency of energy
saving and emission reduction is a main reason for green development inefficiency; (2)The eastern region does not make
its green development efficiency significantly higher than that in the mid-western region at the beginning, however, the
regional balanced development strategy since 1999 and energy conservation and emission reduction policy since 2006
have greatly changed the polarization pattern of green development efficiency between the eastern region and mid-
western region; (3)No significant σ convergence and unconditional β convergence exist in the green development
efficiency of China's provinces, but conditional β convergence exists and the three major regions present a typical“club
convergence”feature, which implys that the gap in the green development efficiency of China's provinces is gradually
expanding, and the increase of regional differences is the main reason, the green development efficiency of China's
provinces doesn't converge to the same steady-state level, but three regions will converge to their own steady-state level
at different speeds.
Key words: green development efficiency; energy conservation and emission reduction; regional disparity; convergence;
SBM-DEA








































































min ρ = 1 -
1
M +N（∑m = 1M s-xm xt0mj0 +∑n = 1N s-en /et0nj0)































λtj = 1；λtj ≥0；
















NESWn = s-xm /xt0nj0，m = 1,⋯,M
ESWn = s-en /et0nj0，n = 1,⋯,N
DGWn = s+yq /y t0nj0，q = 1,⋯,Q

















































































































Fig.1 Average green development efficiency and its inefficiency decomposition of China's provinces from 1999 to 2012
图2 1999—2012年全国整体绿色发展效率及无效率来源分解的变化趋势










0.505、0.439和 0.505，到 2005年演变为 0.592、0.387
和 0.383。与此同时，东部的平均ESW、平均SUAW


















































Tab.1 Changes of green development efficiency and its inefficiency decomposition








































































































































































































1999年的 29.77%增至 2005年的 41.07%，而西部由




























581.4万 t、839.5万 t和 583.8万 t，比 2010年分别要
减少13.00%、8.55%和4.97%。从COD排放量来看，
2015年东部、中部和西部的排放控制量分别为













2006年的 35.49%上升至 2012年的 38.42%，西部从
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